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I. INTRODUCTION 
The [Coffeeshop], or “[Coffeeshop]” to regulars, is a sublime little coffeeshop in Silverdale, Washington.  Their 
primary location is on M____ Road, at the top of the town, with a secondary stand inside the S______ YMCA.  
The [Coffeeshop]’s website, the_______.com, gives basic information about the primary location (directions, 
phone number, etc.), a bit of history about the [Coffeeshop], PDF copies of the menu, a list of monthly artists, 
and rotating updates of live events.  The website is aimed at two target audiences: first, the regular visitor who 
wants to stay current on upcoming events; second, a potential customer—likely someone new in town or 
visiting—who needs basic information about what the [Coffeeshop] is, what they offer, and where they are.  
 
The [Coffeeshop] sells espresso drinks, drip coffee, fine teas, specialty chocolate drinks, Italian sodas, select 
wines and beers, panini sandwiches, bakery goods, and coffee beans.  They see 75% of their tickets between 10 
am and 2 pm.  They have live music two to three times per week.  The average visit is nearly two hours.   

II. VISION AND MISSION 
A vision statement is the overarching goal that you are looking to achieve with the content. 

“We don't sell coffee; we sell the human experience.”  — Owner 

A mission statement is what you are seeking to accomplish through the content strategy. 

Become the place where community happens in Kitsap County. 

III. COMPETITIVE ANALYSIS 

A. WHO ARE THE MAIN COMPETITORS? 

There are several places in K_____ County to get coffee, but finding one that has a similar quality, 

attitude, atmosphere, menu variety, community presence, and venue for live events is a challenge.  In 

his research [Owner] uncovered a belief that coffeeshop competition is traditionally limited to that 

within three blocks—walking distance.  This is the wisdom behind Starbucks’ business model: have lots 

of locations, and focus on convenience.  However, in K_____ County, no one walks anywhere—ever.  

The [Coffeeshop] in particular isn’t within walking distance of anyplace outside of the same building (by 

Kitsap standards).  All of the [Coffeeshop]’s customers go there intentionally, since they have to drive 

there; they don’t just “happen” past the [Coffeeshop] and decide to stop in.  So that usual coffeeshop 

wisdom isn’t the best tactic.  We’re not looking to attract more foot traffic.  So, instead, we looked at 

places that would fill the same need that would drive customers to the [Coffeeshop] in the first place: a 

good atmosphere to spend a couple of hours in. 



1.  Café Noir – not open evenings, has meeting rooms 

2.  Panera Bread – café, beautiful website with LOTS of content, lots of attention due to 

recent opening; popularity may decrease with novelty; good place to spend time 

3.  Pegasus Coffeehouse – wonderful website, far away, prestigious, pricey 

4.  Poulsbohemian Coffeehouse – great website, good selection of events 

5.  Hot Shots Java – horrid website, but a local favorite in a good location 

6.  Tizley’s Euro Pub – more of a restaurant/pub, emphasis is on beer and food 

7.  Hale’s Ales – another restaurant/pub, beer emphasis 

8.  The Hare and the Hounds Pub – true pub feel, not as polished an atmosphere, beer 

emphasis 

B. SIDE-BY-SIDE ANALYSIS  

These competitors and their websites were graded on Usability (see definition below), Design (visual 

appeal), Hours (being open late is one of the appeals of the [Coffeeshop]), Location (how easy is it to get 

to), Web Speed, Findability (how easy is it to find a specific bit of information on the site, usually has to 

do with website structure), Facebook account (use and setup), Twitter account(use and setup), Mobile 

Site (do they have one, and is it properly formatted), and Content (is it readable and compelling).  Each 

of these 10 factors was graded on a scale of 1–5 with 1 being the lowest and 5 the highest.  

 

0 = n/a, 1 = terrible, 
5 = fantastic 

[Coffee
shop] 

Café 
Noir 

Panera 
Bread 

Pegasus 
Coffeehouse  

Poulsbohemian 
Coffeehouse  

Hot Shots 
Java 

Tizley's Hale's 
Ales 

Hare & the 
Hounds 

Usability 2 5 5 5 5 2 2 4 1 

Design 2 1 5 5 4 2 2 4 1 

Hours 5 3 4 4 3 4 5 5 5 

Location 4 1 5 3 5 5 5 5 5 

Web Speed 3 0 5 5 5 5 5 5 3 

Findability 3 2 4 5 5 3 3 5 1 

Facebook 4 2 4 5 5 5 3 5 5 

Twitter 2 0 5 5 0 0 1 5 0 

Mobile Site 1 1 5 1 1 1 1 2 1 

Content 3 1 5 5 5 0 1 5 1 

Totals 29 16 47 43 38 27 28 45 23 

 58% 32% 94% 86% 76% 54% 56% 90% 46% 

 

http://www.facebook.com/pages/Cafe-Noir/119664481408918
http://www.facebook.com/pages/Cafe-Noir/119664481408918
http://pegasuscoffeehouse.com/
http://pegasuscoffeehouse.com/
http://poulsbohemian.com/
http://poulsbohemian.com/
http://hotshotsjava.com/
http://hotshotsjava.com/
http://tizleys.com/
http://halesalehouse.com/
http://halesalehouse.com/
http://www.harenhoundspub.com/
http://www.harenhoundspub.com/


 
 

Based on this analysis, Pegasus and the Poulsbohemian can be looked to for inspiration regarding 

Content, Usability, and Findability.  Hales & Panera are chains with lots of resources to throw at their 

sites, so although they scored high marks, they are not worthwhile role models for the [Coffeeshop] to 

follow.  Pegasus also does a good job with social media.  The Poulsbohemian has an excellent schedule 

of events that could be a good inspiration for possible business strategies.   

IV. AUDIT ANALYSIS 

A. DATA ANALYSIS 

Usability is the measure of how easy it is for a user to understand 

what they are supposed to do with a given webpage.  Low usability 

scores typically mean it takes the user a long time to figure out what 

they need to do next or where to find things, and doing so may take 

them some trial and error.  Poor usability makes a site unenjoyable 

and users less likely to come back.  
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Usability was scored on a scale of 1–5 with 1 being incredibly poor and 5 being stellar.  Because usability 

is so crucial to user experience, any pages scoring below 3 should be addressed.  Thirteen key pages of 

the website were scored. The [Coffeeshop] website scored an average of 2.5, with 86% of pages scoring 

below 4 and no pages scoring a 5.    

Much of these usability problems stem from the awkward information architecture behind the current 

site.  Reorganizing which content has dedicated pages, how those pages are linked together, and how 

they are accessible via the home page and navigation bar will solve many of the usability problems.  

* * * 

Readability measures how easy it is for a user to absorb the textual 

content on a given webpage.  Readability is a combination of a legible 

font, font sizing, text positioning, font color in relation to the 

background, text length, text style, grammar and punctuation use, 

and language.  Poor readability is extremely detrimental to any site, 

but especially if that site is largely text-based.  If users cannot read 

easily and painlessly, they will leave.  

Readability is scored on a scale of 1–5 with 1 being practically illegible 

and 5 being inviting and enjoyable to read.  Thirteen key pages of the 

website were scored.  The [Coffeeshop] website scored an average of 3.365, with 57% requiring 

attention and no pages scoring a 1. 

Readability issues need to begin with content revision, which will be part and parcel to any website 

migration.  Once content is revised to take care of any length, style, or grammar concerns, then 

formatting is addressed.  Again, this is part of the migration process.  

* * * 

Web standards affect many parts of 

Web design, from information 

architecture to naming conventions 

to design practices to accessibility 

coding.  While it may seem 

complicated, Web standards always 

produce superior websites that meet 

user expectations, are easier to manage, and follow any government regulations.  

Usability was scored on a Boolean scale, as shown.  Of the 13 key pages of the [Coffeeshop] website, 

only 5 met web standards; at least three of these were PDF files.   

Moving the website from iWeb to WordPress will solve nearly all the Web standards deficiencies.  Some 

common mistakes on the current site: text entered as an image, key pages not appearing in the primary 

navigation, and headers changing in subpages.  



* * * 

This final evaluation compared the textual content with the 

desired message and vision for the [Coffeeshop] to determine if 

that message was being effectively communicated through the 

copy—separate from any usability or readability issues.  This 

analysis determines if the copy itself needs to be revised for 

message clarity, beyond just readability.  

Message communication was measured on a scale of 1–5 with 1 

indicating that the message was lost completely and 5 indicating 

that it was clear and well delivered.  Out of thirteen core pages the [Coffeeshop] website scored an 

average of 2.14, no scores of 5, and 93% scoring a three or below, indicating that serious revision is 

required.  

 

B. RECOMMENDATIONS BASED ON THE AUDIT 

 The current site needs to be scrapped and rebuilt with a different, more usable CMS.  The 
current CMS system is no longer supported by the maker and is inefficient to maintain.  It does 
not easily support Web standards.  I recommend installing WordPress (WP) via [current hosting 
provider].  A thorough search should be made for an appropriate WP theme, particularly if 
premium themes are considered.  

A new theme should have: 
 Mobile compatibility 
 Menu widgets 
 Custom header options 
 Rotating slider on home page 
 Blog capacity 

New website specs: 
 The menu should be entered using a menu theme widget, or as a text table, not as a 

PDF. 
 Staff calendars should be private.  As this is currently a Google Calendar, it should be 

shared directly and not posted on the website. 
 The events page should be set up as a blog, with posts being new event 

announcements.  Using the post scheduling features of WP, these can be programmed 
long in advance to save time.  

 Install Jetpack and Google Analytics Plugins for analytics. 
 Use automatic post pushing for new blog posts (events) to be pushed to Twitter and 

Facebook automatically. 
 The blog section of the current website should be removed and replaced with a short 

write-up of the history of the [Coffeeshop]. 
 Musicians should have the same sort of bio treatment as artists. 

 The mobile app is ineffective and should be discontinued.  However, a mobile website should be 
created (use WordPress to manage this automatically). 

 The Facebook profile should be discontinued; use only the business page.  



 This will give usable analytics to the page usage and allow for a team of admins.  
 Upcoming events should be created as Facebook Events.   
 Make sure to go back to the profile and migrate any crucial material that wasn’t 

duplicated. 
 The twitter account needs to be used regularly.   
 A Hootsuite account should be created and used to ease the burden of social media 

maintenance.  
 A YouTube account should be created and used to curate playlists of guest videos from events at 

the [Coffeeshop].  
 

V. CORE STRATEGY 

The [Coffeeshop] website will be the hub of a digital presence that brings the 

[Coffeeshop] community experience to online visitors. 

A. CONTENT NEEDS 

 Revise existing Web copy. 

 Draft new Home page copy. 

 Textualize menu copy. 

 Create a style and messaging guide for event posts (WP Blog) and social media posts. 

 Draft new & revised content for online listing services (Yelp, Urban Spoon, TripAdvisor, and 

Foursquare). 

 Draft resource manual for new tools: WP, Hootsuite, FB, Twitter, and analytics. 

 Plan and draft campaign material (bookmarks, event cards, request for testimonials, etc.).  See 

below for campaign ideas. 

 Create licensing policies and disclaimers. See below for legal and regulatory concerns. 

 Create databases of customer testimonials and coffee knowledge tidbits.   

B. CONTENT SOURCES 

All content on the [Coffeeshop] website will be original creation with the exception of guest 

testimonials, artist and musician bios, and professional photos or graphic design, which may be 

contracted or licensed.  Artist sample works are licensed content.  

YouTube content will be primarily User-Generated Content (UGC), curated into playlists by the 

[Coffeeshop].  

Facebook and Twitter content will be primarily original creation, but may be augmented through 

engagement with third-party content (e.g., sharing photos or posts from other users). 

Online listing services, such as Yelp, will be compilations of original content and UGC (comments and 

reviews). 



 

C. MESSAGING 

Messaging does not refer to the actual copy on the website, but the gist of the copy, what we want the 

site visitors to take away with them after they leave the site.  

Primary Message:  The [Coffeeshop] is the place to be in Kitsap County. 

Secondary Messages:  We don't sell coffee; we sell community. 

Our coffee starts with organic, fair trade beans and ends with lovingly hand-

prepared concoctions from our skilled baristas. 

We take the time to do things right; don't rush your stay!  

We are the premier venue for burgeoning local musicians and artists. 

Campaign ideas: 

 “Meet @ the [Coffeeshop]”: encourage business professionals to use the [Coffeeshop] as a 

meeting location and for catering.  This could be a Web ad on the website or on local listing 

services like Yelp, a Twitter campaign, or a printed card for tables in the café.  

 “The Coffee Pub”: the [Coffeeshop] is more than just a coffeeshop, and their menu goes far 

beyond coffee, including select wines and local microbrews.  This phrase could be used to 

designate certain times or types of events at the [Coffeeshop] to imply a change of atmosphere.  

The idea would be that the [Coffeeshop] transforms from a coffeeshop to a pub in the evening 

hours.   

 “We take the time to bring you the world in a cup.”  This could be a slogan used interchangeably 

with “act locally, drink globally,” and in any copy about the [Coffeeshop] on the website, printed 

collateral, and online listing services to encourage guests not to rush.  Rather, it would 

encourage them to see the [Coffeeshop] as a relaxing place and prep them for any long waits.  

VI. EDITORIAL STRATEGY  

A. VOICE  

Voice is the overall personality behind a brand: their viewpoint, the words they use, the rhythm and 

syntax they employ.  

The voice of the [Coffeeshop] is inspired by [Owner].  As the [Coffeeshop] and the force behind the 

business, communications from the [Coffeeshop] (website, social media, etc.) should come across as if 

the person were sitting down over coffee with [Owner].  

1. VIEWPOINT  
The [Coffeeshop] communicates to its guests from a perspective of friendly service.  We believe 

in people: in their intelligence, their personal value, and the value of their experience.  We 

believe in the value of community and the role the [Coffeeshop] plays in providing it.  The 



[Coffeeshop] staff should relate to the guests the way a nuclear family relates to a 

neighborhood—in the ’50’s, back when people actually had neighborhood barbeques.  

 

2. WORD CHOICE 
 The [Coffeeshop] does not have “customers” or “users”; rather “guests.”   

 The company is referred to as “the [Coffeeshop]” formally, or “[Coffeeshop]” informally.  

Initials are only to be used for internal purposes, such as memos.  

 Acronyms and abbreviations are acceptable as long as they are standard and widely 

understood—with the exception of “lol speak.”  Contractions are fine, so long as they 

aren’t used rampantly.  If you can spell out the whole word without sounding stuffy, do 

it.  

 “Global” is our favorite adjective, and “globally” our favorite adverb.  Avoid superlative 

terms (“very,” “really,” “extremely”) as much as possible.    

 Profanity of any kind is not tolerated, even “mild” terms like “damn.”  

3. SYNTAX & RHYTHM 
Syntax should always be correct and professional, but never complicated or convoluted.  Simple 

sentences are better.  (The previous sentence was simple; the one before that was complex.  

The sentence preceding this one was compound.)  Sentences should be conversational in syntax 

and in rhythm, not formal.   

Twitter should only ever have simple sentences.  Facebook can have complex or compound on 

occasion, but don’t get longwinded.  Website posts can be more flexible.  

The following websites can be helpful as syntax and punctuation references: 

 http://www.grammarly.com/handbook/ 

http://www.dailywritingtips.com/  

B. TONE 

Tone refers to the attitude expressed in each piece of content.  Using the same voice defined above, 

pages, paragraphs, and posts can all have different tones.  Tone can be considered an emphasis of a 

particular attribute of the brand’s voice.   

The menu page should be appreciative and enticing (we need to know that you like the food and coffee); 

if you ever wax lyrical, this is the place to do it.  The page with the history of the [Coffeeshop] might be 

more intimate, warm, and entrancing.  This should be a longer-form story, and it needs to hold attention 

over time rather than in short bursts.  Location information (directions and contact info) will be pretty 

bland, but event descriptions should be lively, inviting, and compelling.  

C. LEGAL & REGULATORY CONCERNS 

Never post or share non-original content without permission and attribution.  When appropriate, have a 

documented license.  

http://www.grammarly.com/handbook/
http://www.dailywritingtips.com/


The biggest concern would be online images of the artwork displayed on the walls of the café.  A simple, 

straightforward licensing agreement would avoid any issues.  If a license is not in place, obtain a 

standard licensing contract to use for all licensed artwork.  Post a short disclaimer on the artist pages 

about use of digital art. 

Visual Subjects (who’s in your photos/videos): 

Make sure you have permissions from the people in photos or videos to include them.   

The [Coffeeshop] should obtain a license from performers for the use of their image, likeness, and name 

to be taken and used for promotion—primary use will be for social media.  Obtaining and documenting 

this license should be a simple and standard step in reserving the [Coffeeshop] as a performance venue 

(an online signature or check box during reservation should be sufficient).  No photos, images, or videos 

should be used without attribution to the performer.  

Be conscious of background subjects.  Any pictures in which a person is recognizable should have 

documented permissions from that person before being made publicly available.  An official policy 

should be written and kept on hand and online.   

Permission should be obtained from every person tagged in any online material.  This applies to photos 

and videos, and to both original and curated material.  Ask staff members if they are comfortable being 

tagged, and if so, document this permission in personnel files.  If permission has been obtained, tag at 

every opportunity as this increases reach of each content piece and promotes SEO>  

D. EDITORIAL CALENDAR & TOOLS 

1. WEBSITE 
 The WordPress blog post features should be used to announce upcoming events.  These 

posts should be published weekly on Sundays, announcing the coming week’s events.  

These posts should include some marketing copy, info about the performer(s), 

testimonials, etc.  The home page should only ever show upcoming events, not past 

ones.  The Events page should only show future events and those for the past 30 days; 

older posts should be removed or changed to draft status so they don’t clutter up the 

website.  The Post Expirator plugin can help with this.  

o Static Web content (Our Story, profiles, menu items, etc.) should be reviewed 

quarterly for the first year and biannually thereafter to ensure that all 

information is up to date and correct.   

o The Google Calendar for Events should be filled in as far ahead as possible.  

Every month this calendar should be reviewed to make sure it is up to date. The 

Google Calendar Events WP plugin will automatically pull events from a Google 

Calendar and display them in a calendar widget or a dedicated page to allow 

guests to plan further out.   

o An annual review of testimonial content is recommended.  Use the WordPress 

Testimonials Widget to create a cache of guest testimonials and a cache of 

Coffee Knowledge tidbits (differentiate using tags) to display on each page.  

Guests should be politely requested to submit testimonials at every possible 



opportunity: on the website, on receipts, in the store, on social media, etc. (very 

few will submit anything, so ask as often as possible).  Online listing services 

such as Yelp should be scoured regularly for testimonial content.  When 

testimonial content is received, it should be reviewed and, if appropriate, 

published immediately. If two testimonies are overly similar, replace the old one 

with the new. If the review reveals a dearth of recent content, or an abundance 

of stale/bland content, a new push for fresh testimonials is indicated.  

2. SOCIAL MEDIA  
See this infographic about posting times on social media:  

 Facebook should see two to four posts per day, with activity on at least three days out 

of every week (more is better).  These should be full sentences, with proper grammar & 

punctuation, while being lighthearted and relaxed.  No longer than two paragraphs, 

each paragraph no more than three sentences.   

 Twitter should see activity every day, but minimum four days per week (less important 

on the weekends except during events).  One post each day helps when people view the 

profile to see if they want to follow the [Coffeeshop], but to capture live traffic, you 

need more frequent posts.  Between one and ten posts daily is recommended.  

o Link to outside material whenever possible.  Sharing third-party content is a 

great way to build traffic.   

 Twitter and Hootsuite automatically shorten all links.  

 FB will save a URL in the background as soon it is pasted, so delete the 

URL after pasting for a cleaner presentation. 

 Use a URL shortener service for other URLs.  People are interested in 

the website you are linking to and their content, not the address.  URL 

shorteners are abundant and free: 

 goo.gl 

 bit.ly 

 tiny.cc 

o Tag other users and brands whenever possible.  Be courteous of tagging people 

(as opposed to businesses) on Facebook: some people can be touchy.  Make 

sure it’s positive if you tag another person. See the above section on licensing.  

o Make full use of hashtags on Twitter.  Do not use these on Facebook unless you 

are importing Tweets!  Facebook doesn’t do hashtags (yet). 

o Pictures are awesome!  Take and share photos whenever possible.  Make sure 

you own the rights, and never assume you do!  (Sharing, reTweeting, etc., is 

covered under Terms of Use for the social media sites.  You don’t have to worry 

about rights for these uses.) 

 YouTube channel playlists should be updated monthly to begin, and biannually after 

things settle out.  At each review, search YouTube for videos from the [Coffeeshop] and 

add them.  

3. ALL SOCIAL LISTING SERVICES 

http://www.rakacreative.com/blog/post/best-time-to-tweet-and-post-to-facebook-infographic/
http://goo.gl/
file:///C:/Users/Bizzy/Documents/MCDM/Content%20Strategy/Final%20Project/bit.ly
file:///C:/Users/Bizzy/Documents/MCDM/Content%20Strategy/Final%20Project/tiny.cc


(Yelp, Trip Advisor, Urban Spoon, and FourSquare)  

 Comments and reviews should be looked at monthly to see if any need to be addressed 

or can be used in the website testimonial feature.  

 Static content should be reviewed biannually.  

VII. WORKFLOW OVERVIEW 

A. CONTENT TEAM 

[Owner] will be the chief content [Coffeeshop], directly in charge of website content and static, branded 

content on online services (e.g., company descriptions on Urban Spoon).  Content review and creation 

may be delegated to staff or contractors.  

Once the new WordPress site is launched and established, [Owner] intends to onboard various staff 

members to assist with content management, particularly in social media, event updates on the 

website, and minor site fixes.  Roles and permissions should be assigned based on experience and 

leadership capacity.  Depending on team competencies and comfort levels, it may be helpful to divide 

up content management by platform (Twitter lead, Facebook lead, etc.).  

WordPress Role Facebook Role User Quantity Definition and Notes 

Administrator Manager [Owner]* 1 The highest authority with the most rights.  
This user has rights to delete accounts. 

Editor Manager Content Lead 1 This person is the team leader right under 
[Owner]. This user can do almost everything 
the Admin can, including create and manage 
additional users.  This user will 
lead/train/manage the content team, be in 
charge of content production, delegate 
responsibilities, and moderate new users.  This 
user should be absolutely trustworthy, detail-
oriented, a good communicator, and highly 
capable with social media. 

Author Content Creator 
(Guidelines: NO 
messages, ads or 
apps.  Do not edit 
the page except to 
fix minor mistakes.) 

Content 
Producer 

1+ These users have more limited WP powers: 
they can only create, edit, or publish their own 
posts and can change nothing about the site 
itself.  Due to Facebook’s permissions 
hierarchy, these users will need “Content 
Creator” permissions, but should have strict 
guidelines about what is actually allowed.  
These users should be good communicators 
with competent skills at social media.  These 
users will be assigned content work by the 
Editor and should keep an eye on content 
channels, reporting any issues to the Content 
Lead. 

Contributor Content Creator Content 0+ These users have the most limited permissions 



(Guidelines: NO 
messages, ads or 
apps.  Do not edit 
the page for any 
reason.) 

Assistant on WP.  To be effective help on Facebook, 
they will need “Content Creator” status, but 
they should have strict guidelines.  This should 
be the role assigned to new members of the 
content team to build competence.  It is fine 
not to have any users in this capacity.   

* during website setup, web master should have this role as well.  

B. WORKFLOW TABLES 

Content Creation    
Task [Coffeeshop] Process Notes 
Draft Event posts [Owner]/Staff Write & paste copy into a New Post in WP, add 

metadata, and save it as a draft. 
2 weeks pre-event date at the 
latest. 

Review & Publish Event Posts [Owner] Review post drafts for correct grammar & 
event details.  Make any necessary changes.  
Publish or schedule publication date. 

2 weeks pre-event date.   

Social Media Posts [Owner]/Staff The minimum recommended posts for each 
platform should be scheduled in advance using 
Hootsuite.  The rest should be filled in during 
each day when inspiration strikes or in 
response to interesting occurrences.  

Every week, schedule up to two 
weeks out.  Scatter posts 
throughout the day.  Don’t 
group too closely unless there’s 
something REALLY interesting 
going on. 
 Always double-check publish 
date!  Review published posts 
weekly to make sure things are 
happening as they should.  

Facebook Events [Owner]/Staff All events posted on the website should be on 
Facebook as Events.  Create these events 
between 2 months and 2 weeks ahead of time 
and promote/share them regularly.   

Make sure the events are set to 
public, have pictures, and invite 
all the [Coffeeshop] 
friends/likers. 

 

C. WORKFLOW DIAGRAMS 

Event Scheduling and Post Workflow 

 

  



Content Creation Workflow 

 

VIII. DISTRIBUTION STRATEGY  

Content will be distributed via the [Coffeeshop] website and social media accounts.  On occasion some content 

may be released via printed collateral in the café, such as fliers or bookmarks featuring special announcements. 

The chosen platforms (social media and WordPress) will automatically reformat content for mobile distribution.  

IX. SUCCESS METRICS – IN PROGRESS 

A. KEY METRICS 

 Usability 

 Readability 

 Content Sufficiency 

 Meet Web Standards 

 Operation Costs 

 Page Views 

 Visit Length 

 Bounce Rate 

 Inbound Links 

 Audience (Followers/Fans) 

 Reach 

 Engagement 

  



B. SAMPLE SCORECARD 

This form can be used for regular evaluation of website progress.  We will set a baseline and establish 

targets.  Complete Scorecard in Appendix. 

Sample Scorecard - Truncated  

     Section Metric Analysis (what this tells us) Target Priority Date 1 Date 2 Date  … 

Website 

Usability 
Does the site structure and design 
make sense? 90-100% 

1 

   
Readability 

Is the message accessible, 
memorable, and clear? 90-100% 

1 

   
Content Sufficiency 

Does the content convey the desired 
message? 90-100% 

2 

   Meet Web Standards Are we using best practices? 90-100% 1 

   Operation Costs What's the ROI of the website?  1 
   

Page Views 
How much traffic is the site getting: 
set priority of changes/updates  

2 

   Visit Length Are readers absorbing the info?  2 
   Bounce Rate Visitors who were lost.  3 
   

Inbound Links 
Other sites that feed traffic to the 
[Coffeeshop].  

3 

   

Social Media 

Audience (Followers/Fans) Who is listening? 3000 1 
   

Reach 
How far does the content go?  Add FB 
& Twitter stats  

3 

   
Engagement 

Are they paying attention?  FB "Who's 
talking..”  TweatReach Contributors*  

2 

   *TweetReach is a twitter analytics service similar to Facebook’s Insights 

C. EVALUATION PROCESS  

Content Evaluation  

Data Source Schedule Notes 

Analytics Quarterly Review site statistics to see how things are going, and keep a running 
benchmark. Should see steady improvement.  

User research Every few years (more 
often if numbers are 
changing slowly) 

Ask users via FB/TW to rate the website.  Carefully craft questions to 
give really usable data/feedback! 

External expert When you encounter a 
problem 

Be selective; ask for actual analysis in addition to opinion. 

Internal expert Take staff feedback 
regularly. 

Be selective; ask for actual analysis in addition to opinion; ask staff for 
what would make their lives easier. 

Competitive 
Comparison 

Quarterly Check in with competitor’s websites, offerings, and business changes.  

Operational 
Evaluation 

(Bi)Annually Compare operation costs of maintaining each part of the online 
presence with the return. 

 

  



X. AN IMPLEMENTATION ROAD-MAP 
Category Task [Coffeeshop] Process 

Due 
Dates 

Content Revision of Existing Content [Owner] 

Copy existing content into Word doc(s) in 
Dropbox, labeling each section with 
where it goes and what it needs to 
accomplish.  Revise according to Page 
Tables (see Appendix). 

3/31/2013 

Distribution Take down Mobile App [Owner] - - - 3/31/2013 

Metrics Build baseline scorecard [Content Manager] & [Owner] Review statistics to establish baselines. 3/31/2013 

Content Drafting of New Content [Content Manager] 
Review edits and add new content 
sections according to Page Tables. 

4/12/2013 

Content Final Review of Content [Content Manager] & [Owner] --meeting-- 4/17/2013 

Distribution Close [Coffeeshop] FB Profile [Owner] 

Announce daily the week leading up to 
the profile that you will close it, with a link 
to the public page.  Announce on that 
day and then delete. 

4/17/2013 

Web Dev Set up Testing Site [Content Manager] Set up a free test WordPress account. 4/17/2013 

Content Migrate Copy into WP [Content Manager] Copy content from Word Docs into WP. 4/26/2013 

Planning Choose Free WP Template [Content Manager] & [Owner] 
Choose a free WP theme to play with 
design. 

4/26/2013 

Team Choose Content Team members [Owner] 
Identify preferred team members among 
GB Staff. 

4/26/2013 

Metrics Measure Website stats [Content Manager] & [Owner] Run Stats report 4/30/2013 

Distribution Draft New Site Announcements [Content Manager] 
Draft wording and media for online and 
print announcements. 

5/3/2013 

Planning ID plugins and widgets  [Content Manager] & [Owner] 
Review test site for appropriate plugins 
and widgets. 

5/3/2013 

Team Finalize Content Team Resources [Owner] 
Review responsibilities list and style 
guides. 

5/3/2013 

Distribution Produce print media [Content Manager] 
Order printed announcements (fliers, 
cards, etc.). 

5/10/2013 

Planning Select Final theme [Content Manager] & [Owner] Search for final theme (paid?). 5/10/2013 

Team Onboard Staff [Owner] 
Meet with Content Team to announce 
new developments and bring them 
onboard. 

5/10/2013 

Web Dev Test Mobile Versions [Content Manager] Test site on mobile platforms. 5/10/2013 

Web Dev Install, Setup, Test Final Theme [Content Manager] Install final theme on test site and set up. 5/17/2013 

Team Content Team Training [Content Manager] & [Owner] 
Start training with account access, 
responsibilities, schedules, and 
guidelines. 

5/20/2013 

Team Begin Social Media Activities [Owner] Start Content Team on social media.   5/27/2013 

Web Dev Install WordPress on real site [Content Manager] 
Install WP onto GoDaddy hosting 
account. 

5/27/2013 

Web Dev Migrate Test Site to Final [Content Manager] 
Use a transfer plugin to move data from 
test site. 

5/27/2013 

Content Finesse final site Content [Content Manager] & [Owner] 
Review final site for bugs and final 
tweaks. 

5/31/2013 

Distribution 
Announce New Site [Owner] 

In store and online, announce new 
website. 5/31/2013 

Metrics Measure Website & Social States [Content Manager] & [Owner] Run Stats report 5/31/2013 

Team Full Access [Owner] 
Give Team full access to WP and Social 
along with training, guidelines, and 
resources. 

6/7/2013 

Team Review SM Progress [Content Manager] & [Owner] 
Chat with Team about bugs on both 
sides.  Revise plan. 

6/14/2013 

Metrics Measure Website & Social States [Owner] & Team Run Stats report 6/30/2013 

Team Review #2 [Owner] 
Chat with Team about bugs on both 
sides.  Revise plan. 

7/16/2013 



APPENDIX – RESOURCES 
 

I. ANALYSIS 
 

Current Channel Map: what 

channels we currently have and 

how they drive traffic to each 

other.  As you can see, 

YouTube is a dead end and 

does not drive traffic out.  The 

mobile app and Twitter 

account are not only dead 

ends, they aren’t connected to 

anything.  Online listings are 

not accounted for.  

 

 

 

 

The Future Channel Map: what we hope 

to achieve through this process.  There 

are no dead ends.  All the social media 

accounts interact with and feed each 

other.  The Café should generate traffic 

on social media, encouraging people to 

check in, post pictures, comment, etc.  

 

 

 

 



 

Customer Lifecycle + Channel Map: The customer 

lifecycle is the mental process a customer goes 

through, from the time when they first hear about 

a company or product to when they become a 

regular customer.  This channel map shows which 

channels the customer could be acting in during 

each phase.  Note that buying can only be done in 

the café.  The mobile app may affect maintaining 

current customers, but is otherwise not useful.   

 

 

II. CONTENT  
 

A. TOPICS 

Topic Map: this diagram shows how the 

various topics that will appear on the 

website and other online channels 

connect to each other.  This diagram does 

not necessarily reflect website structure.  

Rather it should guide the flow of 

conversations and references within 

copy, setting up the context around each 

content piece.  

 

 

 

B. PAGE TABLES 

These charts tell in brief what should be on each page of the new website and the reasoning behind it.  They are 

a valuable tool during website building or editing.  

1.0 - Home 

Objective welcome visitors, entice them to explore further and come for events 

Source Content Original content 

   



Page Title Welcome to the [Coffeeshop] Assets 

Priority 1 Content welcome message text 

Priority 2 Content upcoming events posts images/graphics for events 

Priority 3 Content artist of the month, featured beverage Images of each 

Widgets Coffee Knowledge, Testimonials Rotating text caches 

Implementation create original content 

Maintenance weekly updates!  

Questions   

 

2.0 - Menu 

Objective increase interest in the [Coffeeshop] by listing some of its offerings with captivating descriptions"? 

Source Content Original content 

   

Page Title Global Fare Assets 

Priority 1 Content menu listings with titles, descriptions, and prices images of select specialties or rare items 

Priority 2 Content Ingredients, sources links, images 

Priority 3 Content preparation practices  

Widgets Coffee Knowledge, Testimonials Rotating text caches 

Implementation Create original content as text (not PDFs), invest in some new photos of food items 

Maintenance Review every few months for accuracy of menu items and pricing 

Questions Is the current menu up to date? 

 

3.0 - About the [Coffeeshop] 

Objective increase interest in the [Coffeeshop] by telling its story and sharing some of its approach to life 

Source Content Original content 

   

Page Title About the [Coffeeshop] Assets 

Priority 1 Content current state, décor, practices, atmosphere Images of interior 

Priority 2 Content history select photos of development 

Priority 3 Content philosophy  

Widgets Coffee Knowledge, Testimonials Rotating text caches 

Implementation Create original content 

Maintenance update images every few years 

Questions   

 

4.0 - Venue 

Objective Provide info for prospective performers, artists, and reserving clients 

Source Content Original informative content, contact form to reserve space, contact form to be a performer or exhibit art 

   

Page Title Book the [Coffeeshop] Assets 

Priority 1 Content The [Coffeeshop] is a prime venue for meetings or 
performances.  Example events.   

images of performances, art pieces 

Priority 2 Content Reservation/booking info PDF forms?  Email contact forms? 

Priority 3 Content testimonials photos of guests 

Widgets Reservation Openings G-Calendar display (not editable) 

Implementation Current content will need significant edits.  May need new photographs.  Submission/request forms need to 
be built if they are going to be used.  

Maintenance Refresh testimonials every few years 

Questions How should interested parties contact the [Coffeeshop]? 

 



4.1 - Artists  

Objective Provide info about featured artists and links to their digital properties 

Source Content Bios from artists 

   

Page Title Artists of the [Coffeeshop] Assets 

Priority 1 Content featured artist bio photos of artist, samples of work, links to other 
bios 

Priority 2 Content list of past artists (links to bio pages) photos of artist, samples of work, links to other 
bios 

Priority 3 Content   

Implementation Copy over and potentially revise bios.  Get links from artists to their other properties. 

Maintenance Update monthly with new artists.  Check in with artists yearly about updated info. 

Questions   

 

4.2 - Musicians  

Objective Provide info about featured artists and links to their digital properties 

Source Content Bios from artists 

   

Page Title Musicians of the [Coffeeshop] Assets 

Priority 1 Content soon-to-play musician bios photos of musicians, links to other bios 

Priority 2 Content list of past artists (links to bio pages) photos of musicians, links to other bios 

Priority 3 Content   

Implementation Copy over and potentially revise bios.  Get links from musicians to their other properties 

Maintenance Update monthly with new musicians.  Check in with musicians yearly about updated info. 

Questions   

 

5.0 - Upcoming Events 

Objective Provide information about upcoming events at the [Coffeeshop] 

Source Content Original Content 

   

Page Title Events Assets 

Priority 1 Content rolling list of events for the next two weeks  

Priority 2 Content calendar widget to access further ahead or past events G-Calendar 

Priority 3 Content link to booking, testimonials testimonials 

Implementation find appropriate plugins for rolling events posts, calendar plugins (need skins) 

Maintenance update testimonials every few years 

Questions   

 



III. FULL SCORECARD 
Section Metric Analysis (what this tells us) Source Notes Target Priority Date  1 Date 2 Date … 

Website 

Usability 
Does the site structure and design 
make sense? 

Professional 
eval/user survey 

During Transition Times 
only 90-100% 

1 
      

Readability 
Is the message accessible, 
memorable, and clear? 

Professional 
eval/user survey 

During Transition Times 
only 90-100% 

1 
      

Content 
Sufficiency 

Does the content convey the desired 
message? 

Professional 
eval/user survey 

During Transition Times 
only 90-100% 

2 
      

Meet Web 
Standards 

Are we using best practices? professional eval 
During Transition Times 
only 90-100% 

1 
      

Operation Costs What's the ROI of the website? 
business analytics 
by [Owner] 

Set benchmark during 
business analysis   

1 
      

Page Views 
How much traffic is the site getting: 
set priority of changes/updates 

WP plugins/Google 
analytics 

set benchmark based 
on current traffic   

2 
      

Visit Length 
Are readers absorbing the 
information? 

WP plugins/Google 
analytics 

set benchmark based 
on current traffic   

2 
      

Bounce Rate Unintentional visitors. 
WP plugins/Google 
analytics 

set benchmark based 
on current traffic   

3 
      

Inbound Links 
Other sites that feed traffic to the 
[Coffeeshop] 

WP plugins/Google 
analytics 

set benchmark based 
on current traffic   

3 
      

Social 
Media 

Audience 
(Followers/Fans) 

Who is listening? Twitter, Facebook 
Currently 1000+ FB & 
Tw 3000 

1 
      

Reach 
How far does the content go? Add 
FB & Twitter stats 

FB Ins, Tweet 
Reach* 

set benchmark based 
on current traffic   

3 
      

Engagement 
Are they paying attention?  FB 
"Who's talking.." TweetReach 
"Contributors”* 

FB Ins, Tweet 
Reach* 

set benchmark based 
on current traffic 

  
2 

      

* TweetReach is a Twitter analytics service.  To use a free account, run reports weekly. 

 


